NR 143 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOPELESS CRANES AND LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1512311559 two topless cranes and one luffer crane, height 607ft AMSL, erected at 012206N 1035125E (bearing 285.3 degrees, distance 2.9nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Topless cranes and luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1794/15 dated 19/8/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 144 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – SADDLE CRANES

WIE/1601311559 three saddle cranes, height 277ft AMSL, erected at 012357N 1035446E (bearing 013 degrees, distance 2.7nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Saddle cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1795/15 dated 19/8/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 145 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOPELESS CRANE

Between 1508312300/1612311559 one topless crane, height 277.2ft AMSL, erected at 012233N 1035532E (bearing 048.6 degrees, distance 1.8nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Topless crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1871/15 dated 24/8/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 146 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOPELESS CRANES

Between 1508292300/1701311559 four topless cranes, height 277ft AMSL, erected at 012338N 1035312E (bearing 337 degrees, distance 2.5nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Topless cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1853/15 dated 23/8/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 147 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

Between 1508292300/1708011559 one luffer crane, height 277ft AMSL, erected at 012003N 1035441E (bearing 158.2 degrees, distance 1.4nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1854/15 dated 23/8/15 is hereby superseded.)